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Sample: Exploring Slovenia from all the corners (14-
day package)

Itinerary For Roundabout's clients
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14 Days Itinerary

Sample: Exploring Slovenia from all the corners (14-
day package)

Itinerary for Roundabout's clients

Day 1 Arriving to Ljubljana airport

Day 2 Experience Ljubljana, The vibrant capital and taste its amazing cuisine

Day 3 Charming Kamnik and amazing nature of Velika Planina mountain plateau

Day 4 Secrets of romantic Bled island, impressive natural canyon Vintgar Gorge & 
Slovenia's largest glacial lake Bohinj

Day 5 Discovering stunning Soca valley

Day 6 Uniques UNESCO Idrija and secret stories of Hospital Franja

Day 7 Explore charming town of Stanjel, admire white Lipizzaner, discover 
UNESCO Skocjan caves

Day 8 Enjoy in stunning Secovlje Salina Salt Pans & Charming Mediterranean Piran

Day 9 Discovering Postojna cave & Unique Predjama castle

Day 10 Unique Monastery in Kostanjevica na Krki, gorgeous Otocec castle & 
historical town of Novo mesto

Day 11 Modern city of Maribor with fairytale setting and home of the world's oldest 
vine

Day 12 Ptuj, the oldest town full of history and wonderful stories

Day 13 Beautiful Alpine glacial valley - Logar valley

Day 14 Free time in the morning and transfer back to the airport
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Day 1

After landing in Ljubljana airport a driver will be waiting for you with your name on a signboard at the airport lobby. Transport 
from Airport Ljubljana to the hotel and time to relax after the long flight.

Overnight: Ljubljana

Arriving to Ljubljana airport Image credits: Pixabay
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Day 2

After a relaxing morning we will go ahead and enjoy Top Ljubljana Foods Traditional food walk. Tour will take you through the 
old Ljubljana town. During a 3-4 hour guided long easy walk you will learn about the city, stories of the people, architecture, 
history of Slovene nation and of course  local and national gastronomy. Top Ljubljana Foods is much more than a food tour 
and definitely not your usual city tour.

During the food tour 9 traditional dishes from a variety of different cuisines from all parts and circles of society of Slovenia and 
4 sorts of wine will be tasted along familiarizing yourself with historical Ljubljana center and hearing an overview of the history 
of Slovenes. At the end of the tour your tummy will be full, your thirst will be gone and you will know more about the history of 
Slovenes then some of our fellow citizens. You will also be in the know about the old town and know where to go next, what to 
do next and what to eat next. It’s a perfect way to start your stay in Slovenia! After the tour you will have some free time to 
shop and enjoy the city on your own.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Funicular to Ljubljana Castle: 2,20 eur / one way per person; 4,00 eur / return ticket per person
• Ljubljana Castle ticket: 10,00 eur / person; or Ljubljana Castle ticket with funicular (return ticket): 13,00 eur / person
• Boat ride: 10,00 eur / person

Overnight: Ljubljana

Experience Ljubljana, The vibrant capital and taste its amazing cuisine
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Day 3

Green pastures of the Velika Planina plateau with traditional herdsmen's huts, surrounded by scenic views of the Kamnik 
Savinja Alps.

First stop at the Velika Planina cable cabin that will take you up on the mountain plateau with its green pastures and typical 
and unique architecture of more than 50 shepard’s huts.

We will visit the Preskar Hut Museum, the only preserved example of a typical oval Velika Planina hut in Slovenia.

After ascending from the plateau we head to Kamnik, one of the loveliest and oldest towns in Slovenia, surrounded by the 
beautiful Kamnik Savinja Alps.

A pleasant orientation walk around the old town pass its unique architectural features.

The tour continues to the source of the Kamniska Bistrica River, one of Slovenia’s clearest rivers and the valley’s most 
mesmerizing natural sight: the gorges of Mali and Veliki Predaselj.

Return back to Ljubljana for overnight.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Cable car and chairlift to Velika Planina: 19,00 eur / person

Charming Kamnik and amazing nature of Velika Planina mountain plateau
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• Cable car and chairlift to Velika Planina: 19,00 eur / person
• Preshar Hut museum on Velika Planina: 3,00 eur / person

Overnight: Ljubljana
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Day 4

From Ljubljana to the Alpine region below the Julian Alps we reach Bled, the magnificent alpine resort. Ascend the old castle 
perched on top of a steep cliff above the glacial Lake Bled. Castle terraces offer spectacular views of the lake and its tiny island 
in the middle. Take a boat ride with ‘Pletna’  traditional boat made by locals and reach the only true island in Slovenia or visit 
breath-taking beauty of Bled’s Vintgar gorge, where wooden path will take along the rushing river Radovna through the 
picturesque gorge, which measures 1600m and ends with 13-metre waterfall Sum.

Continue to Bohinj, our largest glacial lake located in the Triglav National Park. Take a swim or canoe or just walk around it. 
Lake’s natural environment will impress you while it shows different face each season. If we will have time we can as well visit 
either Vogel or Waterfall Savica. After returning from Bohinj to Bled we will take a breath and will in peace taste the exquisite 
sour milk or famous Bled’s cream cake.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Bled Castle: 13,00 eur / person
• Vintgar Gorge: 10,00 eur / person
• Pletna boat ride: 15,00 eur / person
• Church of Assumption: 6,00 eur / 

person

Overnight: Bled

Secrets of romantic Bled island, impressive natural canyon Vintgar Gorge 
& Slovenia's largest glacial lake Bohinj
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Overnight: Bled

Day 5

From Bled we will head on to the highest Slovenian mountain pass, Mt. Vrsic, with amazing views of the Julian Alps. Land in the 
beautiful Trenta valley and continue to Bovec, a melting pot of superb natural attractions. The village is famous for the 
emerald green alpine Soca River scenery, and has grown into a highly appreciated Slovenian extreme sports center. You can 
either decide to test your adrenaline skills at the white water rafting session or head to Kobarid for a visit of the WW1 museum 
in Kobarid.

The town of Kobarid played an important role during the WW1 period, that even the great Ernest Hemingway wrote about in 
his novel Farewell to Arms. Several sites on the way crossing the mountain pass Vrsic are marked by this important historical 
event, offering unique views of a ropeway conveyor, pitfalls, the Russian Chapel, the Kluze Fortress, various military via ferrata 
and many other unspoiled features of great natural and historical value. One final stop at Kozjak Waterfall one of the most 
charming and stunning waterfalls in Slovenia before heading to Goriska Brda. In region known to produce some of the best 
wines in Slovenia we can of course have one or more wine tastings.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Rafting on Soca river: from 40,00 eur / person or Zipline: 57,00 eur / person
• Kozjak waterfall: 4,00 eur / person
• WW1 museum: 7,00 eur / person

• Wine tasting: from 15,00 eur / person (depending on how many glasses and where the tasting takes place)

Discovering stunning Soca valley
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• Wine tasting: from 15,00 eur / person (depending on how many glasses and where the tasting takes place)

Overnight: Goriska Brda

Day 6

From Goriska Brda directly to the one place that we can not miss and this is of course Hospital Franja who during World War 2 
from the beginning of winter 1943 until May 1945 operated near the village of Dolenji Novaki near Cerkno in difficult to access 
Pasica gorge.

We will take some time for lunch and after it continue to our Unesco town named Idrija. First we will visit Anthony's Shaft - 
Anthony's Shaft is the oldest preserved entrance to the mercury mine in Idrija and one of the oldest in Europe. It was named 
after St. Anthony of Padua, which was considered to be a cave patron and protector against disasters. We will continue with a 
city tour of Idrija and a demonstration of lacemaking. If we will have some time and energy we can addtionally visit Wild lake in 
Klavze in Belca.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Castle Gewerkenegg Idrija: 5,00 eur / person

Overnight: Idrija

Uniques UNESCO Idrija and secret stories of Hospital Franja

Image credits: Pixabay
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Day 7

From Idrija to Stanjel, with typical Karst houses and castle up on the hill. Continue to Lipica, the homeland of the famous white 
horse Lipizzaner, where we can see Lipizzaner horses and find out how the stud farm operates.

From Lipica we will head on to Skocjan Caves, one of the largest and the most beautiful Karst sights and also enlisted in 
UNESCO world’s heritage list. After seeing the caves and on your wish having tasted wine and dried ham, we head on to 
Slovenian coast and take some time to rest after enjoying the day.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Lipica stud farm: 16,00 eur / person
• Skocjan Caves: 16,00  20,00 eur / person (depending on the season)
• Tasting of prosciutto and wine: from 6,00 eur / person (depending on how many glasses)

Overnight: Portoroz

Explore charming town of Stanjel, admire white Lipizzaner, discover 
UNESCO Skocjan caves Image credits: Pixabay
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Day 8

After relaxing in Portoroz, we can visit Secovlje Salina Nature Park where about 2000 tons of salt is produced annually and 
learn about producing salt in the traditional manner.

Pass coastal towns of Izola and Koper we will reach everyone’s favourite town on the Slovenian coast  Piran where you can get 
lost in its medieval narrow streets and houses, enjoy a great seafood lunch or take a swim in the Adriatic Sea. Return to the 
hotel.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Secovlje Salina Nature Park: 7,00 eur / person
• Piran wall: 2,00 eur / person

Overnight: Portoroz

Enjoy in stunning Secovlje Salina Salt Pans & Charming Mediterranean 
Piran
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Day 9

After relaxing morning in Portoroz we will continue and discover underground world of Postojna cave, most popular karst cave 
in the world. Guided tour will consist of a ride by electrical train and followed by a walk through beautiful passages and 
chambers with spectacular drop stones, pillars, limestone curtains and other unforgettable forms.

Continue to idyllic village of Predjama where you will be amazed by our fairy tale medieval Predjama castle with dramatic 
setting in the gaping mouth of a cavern halfway up a hillside. Learn about the legend of Erasmus  ‘Slovenian Robin Hood’ and 
continue our way back to Ljubljana.

Included activities and/or entrance fees:
• Postojna cave and castle visit

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Different activities in Postojna (visit of Vivarium,...)

Overnight: Ljubljana

Discovering Postojna cave & Unique Predjama castle
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Day 10

After relaxing morning in Ljubljana we will visit another part of Slovenia named Dolenjska region. First we will stop in 
Kostanjevica na Krki where we can visit their Monastery. The Cistercian Monastery Kostanjevica na Krki was built on a marshy 
plain near the Krka River in 1234. It is known for having the most extensive arcades in Slovenia.

After the tour we will stop in Otocec castle, that is located on one of the islands of Krka River. It is declared as a cultural 
monument, and is the only water castle in Slovenia. Here we can as well enjoy some lunch. From here we can continue to Novo 
Mesto, the capital of Dolenjska region. If we will have some time we can as well visit the distillery and chocolatier Berryshka.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Monastery Kostanjevica na Krki: 3,00 eur / person

Overnight: Ljubljana

Unique Monastery in Kostanjevica na Krki, gorgeous Otocec castle & 
historical town of Novo mesto
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Day 11

From Ljubljana to Maribor, the second biggest town in Slovenia proud to have the oldest wine in the world and with a 
character much different from the capital! After visiting the main square, castle and Lent, we will take some time for lunch.

After the free time we can take our time for tasting of some different wines at one of the beautiful winery in the region. If we 
will have some time we can take a ride with cable car on top of Pohorje  pre-Alpine hills and overview Maribor city.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees: 
• Wine tasting in Maribor: from 8,00 eur / person (depending on how many glasses of wine)
• Maribor Castle: 3,00 eur / person
• Cable car on Pohorje: 4,00 eur / person (one way); 6,00 eur / person (return ticket)

Overnight: Maribor

Modern city of Maribor with fairytale setting and home of the world's 
oldest vine
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Day 12

From Maribor to Jeruzalem, picturesque village known for its scenery landscape and one of the most beautiful wine roads in 
Europe. Jeruzalem Wine Road that is famous for numerous kinds of excellent wines will finally take us to Ptuj, one of the most 
beautiful towns in Slovenia.

A unique experience around eastern Slovenia with Ptuj, former Roman settlement and the oldest Slovenian town. An 
adventure full of history, culture and local delights. A unique opportunity to visit this wonderful part of Slovenia, east of the 
capital and home to warm-hearted people and beautiful wine roads. Ptuj, once a Roman settlement and Slovenia’s oldest 
town with a rich history and many landmarks to prove it. Some time to explore the city with major historical and cultural 
attractions followed by wine tasting (optional).

If time will allow we can as well visit Babic water  mils on the Mura river. The water  mil is still working so you can buy some 
flour.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Ptuj Castle: 6,00 eur / person
• Wine tasting in Jeruzalem or Ptuj: from 7,00 eur / person (depending on how many glasses)

Overnight: Ptuj

Ptuj, the oldest town full of history and wonderful stories
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Day 13

Start from Ptuj to Logar Valley with the first stop in Ljubno, a chance to go rafting on the wild and clean waters of the Savinja 
River. We will then pass the Rinka waterfall and treat ourselves with a typicial Slovenian lunch. The tour continues to the rock 
formation Igla, a needle-shaped rock in the middle of the Savinja River tiny gorge. We will cross the Cernivec mountain pass 
and with time permitting, we can take a quick swim at Terme Snovik.

Arrival to Ljubljana later in the day.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Rafting: from 35,00 eur / person
• Term Snovik: from 10,00 eur / person (depending how long you will be inside and what type of the ticket you will decide to 

take)

Overnight: Ljubljana

Beautiful Alpine glacial valley - Logar valley
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Day 14

At agreed time a transfer will be waiting for you and transfer you to the airport where we will say our last goodbye. Hope you 
have enjoyed exploring our small country in just few weeks and that we will see you soon <3

END OF THE TOUR!

Free time in the morning and transfer back to the airport Image credits: Pixabay


